XIX
GOVERNMENT OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE IN THE
FIRST TWO CENTURIES a. d.
T
HE government of the empire, whose main lines were
laid down by Augustus during his long principate, was
developed by his successors in the direction indicated by
him, becoming more and more methodical and systematic. The
most successful and most fruitful work in this department
was done by Claudius with his private staff, by Vespasian,
and by Hadrian. By the second century we find in existence
a system of government where the main principles were
unalterably fixed and the changes introduced were chiefly
alterations and improvements of detail that did not affect the
general structure.
All the threads of administration met in the hands of the
emperor and the Central Office attached to his person, where
the different heads of departments assumed more and more
the character of ministers for the whole empire. Here were
worked out, in adaptation to particular cases, all the principles
of administration, justice, and finance ; and from here all the
emperor's missives—either direct edicts (edicta), or instructions
to high officials (mandata), or letters (epistulae), or replies (re-
scripta) to letters and petitions—streamed out into every part
of the empire, where they were either published or preserved
in the archives of the recipients. Copies were kept in the
imperial archives at Rome and afforded the precedents by
which later emperors were guided. Great importance attached
also to the decisions of law courts, over which the emperor pre-
sided in person, generally sitting as a judge of appeal. Such
appeals were put in order by a special department of the im-
perial offices.
This Central Office was divided into departments for the
separate branches of imperial business ; and each department
was supervised by a single chief, who was originally a freed-
man, a personal servant, of the emperor; but occasionally
from Otho's time, and regularly after Hadrian's accession, he

